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MinutesMinutesMinutesMinutes Paris Meeting 12th January 2009 

 

Minutes-Taker: Marine, Tobias and Andreas 

 

1.1.1.1. Introduction by Rainer Braun Introduction by Rainer Braun Introduction by Rainer Braun Introduction by Rainer Braun    

Presentation round  

we check if we can work with the proposed Agenda. 

demand:demand:demand:demand: please let's try to finish the meeting by 5 o clock. We will make a short break at about 

14 o clock, to have a quick sandwich, but not longer than 30 minutes, as we don't have time 

and a lot of points to discuss. 

 

2.2.2.2. Arielle: Arielle: Arielle: Arielle:    

A few words to open our Icc meeting in Paris. Welcome to everyone! 

 

The next Nato summit is a very crucial event in a context of redifinition of the international 

relations 

 

The systemic crisis that has raised at first in the US is begining to affect the whole world 

economy, It will open a new period of instatbility as they will try to force the rest of the world 

pay for it.  

We know from the past that often crisis have open the doors to wars.  

Our main goal is to make this eventuality impossible. 

 

We have some good cards in our hands: The election of Barak Obama shows that the 

neoconservateurs policies are deeply rejected even in the US and M. Obama buildt is campaign 

on the idea that it is possible to change. Yes we can!Although the signs are not so good that 

Obalma will change much the foriegn policy of the US, we can already feel some moves.  

 

One of this sign of move is that the Israely governement probably felt that they had to draw a 

line before Obama came to power, so he would be put in front of a situation already set and 

forced to support Israel's position toward the Hamas wich is « we cannot negociate with 

terrorists » 

Also many people think that there was the expectation in Israel that Iran would answer styrongly 

to the war on Gaza, giving the israely government the last chance to bomb Iran nuclear 

installations before long. Happily this did not happen -yet-.  

Obama said he wanted to negociate with the Iranians, wich is very needed. In this moment we 

aslo have to push Obama to think the same logic between Isrel and Palestine: no other solution 

than negociation for a true and lasting peace.   

 

The hudge mobilisation against the bombing of Gaza shows that the public opinions refuses war 

as a « solution »,  

We can be sure that the question of Middle east will be very much present in the next Nato 

summit 

 

On feb 19
th
 and 20 the Nato foreign ministries will meet in Cracowie -Poland 

The topic is : Does Nato need a new strategic doctrine? »  

 

Nato is in trouble and the member countries divided under the common profile: 
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Public opinions are doubting more and more abourt the war in Afghanistan, questionning the 

hudge military expenses, denouncing the linkage between Nato and Eu through the Lisbonne 

treaty like in Ireland, fighting against Missile defense and nuclear weapons in the Nato bases, 

protestuing everywhere against war and militarism as a tool for international relations and crisis 

etc...  

 

Yes Nato needs a new strategy: become a democratic, non military alliance for building peace 

in the world, this means DISSOLVE NATO. 

We have a big responsability to informe debate and propose alternative security  doctirnes and 

strategies: what role for the UN ? how to make it democratic and efficient for peace? What 

should do the EU for building peace in the world? How to push for disarmamant,? reduction of 

military spending ? How to build a  

culture of peace in opposition of the macho-paternalist culture of war based on force and 

militarism? How to put an end to the 500 years war of predation between the rich and the poor 

countries?? 

We have already answers and tracks to make another world possible and the counter summit of 

the 60
th
 anniversary of Nato will be a great rendez-vous for making another world a reality. 

 
3.3.3.3.[ Discussion about the new political aspects][ Discussion about the new political aspects][ Discussion about the new political aspects][ Discussion about the new political aspects]    

Tobias P. :Tobias P. :Tobias P. :Tobias P. : what is important for us is that Nato stands for war, but also that nato is the 

background of the war in georgia, there are nato groups fighting in other places of the world. 

Nato=war. For the mobilisation it is important to bring this to mind of people. 

A good analyses is important. 

Person from the Cgt ( french trade union ):Person from the Cgt ( french trade union ):Person from the Cgt ( french trade union ):Person from the Cgt ( french trade union ): we signed the call for the demonstration in 

strasbourg, but his organisation is against nato and is asking it's dissolvence today. They are 

thinking about their engagement, they are sure they are going to speak at the counter 

conference. There are a lot of other topics important such as the crisis, but the nato is one of 

the priorities, but he has to verify the direction and intense of his organisation considering nato 

actions.  

Helmut:Helmut:Helmut:Helmut: he is explaining the link to G20 and nato, what is the goal of the nato strategy in terms 

of solution for the financial crisis. He asks for more analyses. 

Sophie/French national coordination: Sophie/French national coordination: Sophie/French national coordination: Sophie/French national coordination: proposes debates also about palestine. It's difficult to 

discuss over nato but excluding the actual crisis in gaza.  

Proposes a workshop for this topic. PProposes a workshop for this topic. PProposes a workshop for this topic. PProposes a workshop for this topic. Person from SIKO: erson from SIKO: erson from SIKO: erson from SIKO: speaks about the SIKO, they 

mobilise in each spektrum: syndicates, parties, migration associations, they want to try as well 

to make a link to g20. It's not only a military question, but als a social and human. 

chris/england:chris/england:chris/england:chris/england: speaks about the british reactions on the gaza crisis. The biggest anti war 

demonstration since 5 years this last weekend. Raised a whole new number of issues. In the 

conference it is crucial to speak about the situation in palestine. A part of the reason why isreal 

have done this attac now is a clear sign towards obama. It's a indication that obama will not 

change the course of the USA.  

Kate/england:Kate/england:Kate/england:Kate/england: in the last couple of month a lot of other issues have been raised. A lot of 

camppaigns started. She finds it essential to keep focused on the nato issue.  

For the conference is important to put those other issues in context to the nato. 

Julia:Julia:Julia:Julia: focus on the nato mobilisation, where this comité has constituted for. The econmic crisis 

is what most of the peopel think about at the moment. The conference can be used to discuss 

the relations between G20 and war. The competition between not only cooperations, but also 
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nations, is a base that can cause crisis between countries.  

Ivan/France: Ivan/France: Ivan/France: Ivan/France: agress on workshop of sophies proposal. The international relationships are more 

tensed. Doubts obamas change, not his good will. Critics obamas silence ont his question.  

 

Rainer: Rainer: Rainer: Rainer: the question of the crisis, the question of gaza should be in the national conference. 

There is a attac proposal. Let's come back to this when we speak about the international 

conference. 

 

4.4.4.4. Events since the last meeting which are not part of the other points. Events since the last meeting which are not part of the other points. Events since the last meeting which are not part of the other points. Events since the last meeting which are not part of the other points.    

A) trip Rainer to the USA: 

Rainer has been invited by a huge peace movement, that was at their yearly meeting. 

The first decisions was: that they have a common decision against the toops in afghanistan. It 

took two years to find a common and good position.  

The second point was that the peace movement with trade unions call for a big manifestaion in 

New York the 4
th
 april: its a martin l. king anniverseray manifestion. 

The idea is to combine those two manifestition in New York and the nato summit. 

Maybe by video conference. There will be delegates form the american peace movement. 

B) Location of the Nato Birthday 

 

C) G20 actions in London and Germany 

 

G20:G20:G20:G20: overview in actions what is previewed in germany, england: 

Germany: Attac 

national alliance meeting in germany decided to have to centralize demonstrations on the 

march 28 in Frankfurt and Berlin. We discussed the proposal on european level. The two 

locations are to give a base for people to come from everywhere in europe. 

« we are not paying your crisis » 

direct actions of civil disoobedience, use the moment of surprise and don't tell all the details. 

Nearly the same proposal was adopted yesterday for a call for a euorpean wide demonstration 

for march 28. they are coordinating on european level.  

150 organisations present. 

They will call for a joint action against G20 and nato/ crisis/war. 

Britain: demonstration in london the 28 march. The details are not clear for the moment, also 

because there are no details for the official nato programm. They expect the biggest protest 

the 2
nd
 april, cnt, trade unions, etc.  

The slogan should be to bring toegtehr the issue of crisis and war. 

Have to think carefully about the slogan. The approach: « stop the war – yes we can » 

they are planing a counter summit the first of april, probably in the evening. 

 

Rainer: we know about the combination of g20 and nato, if we can combine them in the 

mobilisation, we will see. We need huge actions against the g20, we need the same against the 

nato.  

 

Question to germans: does german mobilisation asking for direct actions in london the 2
nd
 ? 

 

Yes, but not only in london: all actions called from attac are in general non violent actions !! 

 

counter voices trade unionist france: we have to be careful with that link. Not everyone who 

oppose the G20 is also politcally opposing the nato. 
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Presents the general strike call for the 29
th
 januar and that they will see after. 

 

London: proposes another meeting in the next few weeks in london to discuss this very political 

point specifically. 

 

5. Press conferences February the 55. Press conferences February the 55. Press conferences February the 55. Press conferences February the 5
thththth    

1
st
 or 2

n
 february, and one the 11

th
 in germany.  

Other countries where agreeing to do the same. 

Actually there are more than 300 organisation who signed the appell. 

With a little effort and the press conferences, we can maybe reach up to 500 signatures. 

When you go back in your country, please try to get people signing the stuttgart appell. 

Try to arrange this press conferences beginning of february. 

Other countries already agreed to do the same beginning february. 

IMPORTANT:IMPORTANT:IMPORTANT:IMPORTANT: call for the organisation of similar press conferences in their country. 

For the german one in munich would be nice if there would be french people participating.  

 

6.6.6.6. international Action Conference in Strasbourg international Action Conference in Strasbourg international Action Conference in Strasbourg international Action Conference in Strasbourg    

many people coming, a lot of people are trying and asking for financial help.  

are there any discussion points ? 

Kate:Kate:Kate:Kate: it is particluar important that people from the central east can come, regarding their 

positions on the nato east expansions. If there is the opportunity to raise money for those 

people, it would be nice to do that. 

Rainer: Rainer: Rainer: Rainer: please have in mind: let us find this money for the people from the east countries.  

Andreas:Andreas:Andreas:Andreas: explains the interest to make activists form the east to come for april. 

Marina:Marina:Marina:Marina: activists trying to come from out european countries, concentrate on travel money for 

them and share invitiatons. 

    

Arielle:Arielle:Arielle:Arielle: she agrees people to come in april is a priority, but she proposes for example that 

people pay like 5 euro participations, to make it possibke people come to strasbourg middle 

February. 

 

Sophie:Sophie:Sophie:Sophie: agrees to arielle. But ti's more easy to solve the problem in participation in february, 

but not in april. She asks also to ask for obligations to pay for each organisation group like 30-

50 euro.  

Visa: we have to take care of it ! 

 

Kate:Kate:Kate:Kate: shares experience of the esf in london. The good part was that there was a working 

group that focused on fund raising to insure a particiaption, invitation letters, etc . She 

welcomes some more organised working group to take care about this issues in a similar way. 

    

Attac de: Attac de: Attac de: Attac de: he is not agreeing as his organistaion is already paying a lot. He sees a problem to 

be asked again for money from the orga.  

 

Rainer proposes: Rainer proposes: Rainer proposes: Rainer proposes: everyone in the room knows now that there is a necessity to invite people 

from eastern central countries. How to invite those people ? 

Please get in touch with rainer and arielle. 

Goal of the conference: a push of the last part of the mobilisaiton and finalize the programm of 

the protest.  
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Action conference as one part, secondly important points are Press work, legal team, topic 

oriented. 

 

Kate:Kate:Kate:Kate: she accepts, she says it would be useful if the east countries participation is important 

for the action conference. 

 

!! We will get a second invitation, lates in one week !!We will get a second invitation, lates in one week !!We will get a second invitation, lates in one week !!We will get a second invitation, lates in one week !!    

 

chriss london: chriss london: chriss london: chriss london: says it is really important that the one important part of the conference is the 

action coordination. He asks if we have mobilisation material. 

 

Send further ideas and proposals to rainer or arielle !!!!Send further ideas and proposals to rainer or arielle !!!!Send further ideas and proposals to rainer or arielle !!!!Send further ideas and proposals to rainer or arielle !!!!    

 

7.7.7.7. Different Events Different Events Different Events Different Events    

a) Information from the two places of the actions in april. What are the latest news from 

strasbourg: 

frederic henri:frederic henri:frederic henri:frederic henri: today we don't have any informations about the police authorities. In two days 

we will know more.  

Today, we have to find place for the camp.  

The first meeting we had was just to present the national and international collectif. Strasbourg 

is a socilist municipality. The decisions are coming from the interiour ministry and american 

police institutions.  

Waiting for informations.  

They said that they want to demonstrate and meet the two demos coming from kehl to 

strasbourg. He does not have more informations. 

 

Rainer:Rainer:Rainer:Rainer: the most important point for him is that strasbourg stays a open city. 

If they try to do that, it will be a hard fight.  

Example mainz: they tried to close the entire city. It had to be decided at court that the right on 

demonstration exists.  

 

!! Do we agree that our actions will be in strasbourg and not outside !!! 

 

andreas asks the question on the further negociations in strasbourg !! 

frederic:frederic:frederic:frederic: he says they have been asked about camps, and they said they don't know. They 

have been asked if they are in touch with the camp group, but they give te answer. 

 

B) camps:camps:camps:camps:    

    

Proposal: wait the dissent meeting to fix our structures, get back with the coordination Proposal: wait the dissent meeting to fix our structures, get back with the coordination Proposal: wait the dissent meeting to fix our structures, get back with the coordination Proposal: wait the dissent meeting to fix our structures, get back with the coordination 

and collectif, and try it and collectif, and try it and collectif, and try it and collectif, and try it –––– once again !! once again !! once again !! once again !!    

    

c) Blockades: 

Arielle: Arielle: Arielle: Arielle: strasbourg is not a huge city and the place where is the summit is very complicated 

due the canals. They will try to have the biggest surface for the red zone. 

We do not know right in this moment where are this zones and where can the demo happen. 

Arielle states the concern that the blockades could block the participants of the demonstration. 

Also the eventuell conflicts whilst the blockades, could impact the manifestation negative.  
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She is concerned about the blockades in the morning.  

She demands to solve this question ! 

 

Gabi/IL: Gabi/IL: Gabi/IL: Gabi/IL: from the il they are aware of the problems, of course it is not possible to control 

everyone. But there is a concept which will be presented and worked on. 

This concept will be worked out at the dissent! Meeting and after at the action conference in 

strasbourg. 

The idea is to have delegates of the bklockade organisators to have a team to be in touch with 

the authorities.  

It is impossible to not accept the blockades in the choreografie ! 

She demands for trying to search solutions, rather then discussing to organise them correctly. 

Rainer:Rainer:Rainer:Rainer: rainer is saying also to continue to solve it, not to discuss to cancel them. 

 

Chris/London:Chris/London:Chris/London:Chris/London: he say it is not a great spirit to say that it is to late, because people work on it 

like gabi said it.  

He say he believes they can complement each others. 

It's excellent to have the political background to discuss that they will be organised not to 

impact the demonstration badly.  

The demo could also become a mass blockade. 

The thinking is not about the coorination. The actual problem is that the police could use the 

blockades to forbid or block the demonstration. 

If we are realy responsible, we need to be working on this and be aware of all the 

developments, even just untill the 4
th
 in the morning. 

It is politically harder to stop a mass demonstration than blockades. 

He can't think of any example where the authorities have forbidden declared demonstration. 

The key thing is a honest cooperation ! 

The size of the demonstration is crucial as well. 

He things he can't do the things at the same time, we won't have the masses. 

 

Julia:Julia:Julia:Julia: she can undestand the concerns of arielle. 

It is a poltical question, not a organization problem. 

We can't impact their strategy, but we can win politically. 

She sees the key for the solution in the masses of people. 

« we are many, we are so many and supported by the broad public «  

she is pointing out that a solution could be a massive local « education » . 

 

Andreas:Andreas:Andreas:Andreas: everyone so far has agreed to the concept of the blockades. The importance is the 

deeskalation with the authoritites. The french people won't be used to it, but the usual way to 

organize such blockades is by staying in touch with the authorities and stick to the concept.  

 

Attac de: Attac de: Attac de: Attac de: doesn't understand what we discuss, why do we discuss eventual cancelation of the 

blockades. 

 

RaineRaineRaineRainer sets clear:r sets clear:r sets clear:r sets clear: it's to speak about the concerns and be sure that the concerns can be 

limited ! 

We have to take in account this concerns. 

He propose to stay in working group considering this issue ! 

 

Attac de:Attac de:Attac de:Attac de: there was a agreement in heiligendamm that has worked. Why not here ? 
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Sophie: Sophie: Sophie: Sophie: the problem is that you can't compare this. There is the missing time, the different 

conditions. We know they will exist, but it is normal that we speak about the risks and the 

concerns. 

 

Rainer: Rainer: Rainer: Rainer: it's true that we can't totally compare the situation with Heiligendamm. 

The strategies of the french authorities are really different and there has already been the 

announce that Strasbourg would be a closed city. It worked in mainz to fight against a closure 

of the city, but it might not be the same in France in April. 

He proposes to keep Andreas' and Chris' idea in mind: let's keep on working on this issue in the 

next couple of months. 

Proposal: we have the problem in mind, but keep on working out the blockades and keep Proposal: we have the problem in mind, but keep on working out the blockades and keep Proposal: we have the problem in mind, but keep on working out the blockades and keep Proposal: we have the problem in mind, but keep on working out the blockades and keep 

in touch andin touch andin touch andin touch and have a next discussion at the next ICC meeting. have a next discussion at the next ICC meeting. have a next discussion at the next ICC meeting. have a next discussion at the next ICC meeting.    

 

Arielle: Arielle: Arielle: Arielle: the police is allowed to act and protect the law. They have the right. Dhe demo will be 

authorized, the blockades won't be, this can cause a conflict ! 

She agrees on the fact to work on the concept to organize the blockades in the best possible 

way. We have to also wait for the authorities. 

 

Rainer:Rainer:Rainer:Rainer: maybe we can organize one hundred parliamentarians from europe, coming from 

national and euro level to be part at the blockades. 

 

We continue the discussion, keep in contact, print the summary, put it in the minutes and the 

web side. Then let's start to try to find prominents to support the blockades. 

 

Kate:Kate:Kate:Kate: she thinks that is a good idea, 100 might be too much expected, it would be already 

great and sifficiant if it was only a handful.  

    

Gabi:Gabi:Gabi:Gabi: she thinks it is a good idea. She also says that the blockades are only working if they are 

mass blockades. If the blockades are not able to establish a certain ammount of people, it will 

be difficult to do them, and it will be difficult to not be attacked by the cops. 

Further she says that she expects trouble at the demonstration, wheteher there is the 

blockades or not. Keep this in mind also. 

 

Frederik:Frederik:Frederik:Frederik: is it possible that the ICC is saying that we organize blockades. 

He says that the prefecture and police is asking questions about the blockades. 

That the blockades will happen, but not in the name of the ICC. 

 

Andreas:Andreas:Andreas:Andreas: the ICC is not the organizer of the blockades. But it is also necessary to say that the 

icc is not distancing themselve from the blockades.  

 

Julien: Julien: Julien: Julien: Legal blockades he would consider to be stupid. Because they can't work with 

announced blocking places. 

What if they block the bridge ? 

 

? : ? : ? : ? : he says the same. It could be contra prdouctive. He can't ask to the authorities with a illegal 

postion of blockades.  

 

Hugo/ attac de: Hugo/ attac de: Hugo/ attac de: Hugo/ attac de: we decided to call for actions of civil disobedience. If there was written 
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blockades, attac wouldn't sign the call. He proposes the ICC is not organizing the blockades, 

they just call for civil disobedience. That's why he says it is legitim to say the ICC is not 

organizer, but that they wouldn't distance themselve from it. 

 

Tobias:Tobias:Tobias:Tobias: all four elements are part: demo, camp, civil disobedience, counter summit. 

One should not interfere with the other. 

This agreement is for him elementary. 

To handle with press: he calls for actions of civil disobedience. 

This four elements are part of the protest.  

How to interperte what is civil disobedience is another thing. 

How the different group organize their civil disobedience is in their responsibilty. 

 

Rainer:Rainer:Rainer:Rainer: propose what has been said above.  

the bridge is to 60 percent german.  

We want to fight for the bridge, we want this bridge free.  

He is quiet optimistic that we will win this fight. 

He will not dicuss to fight with the police on the bridge, but to fight to have this bridge free by 

jurstical measures.  

With 2 teams of lawyers that prepare a strategy to fight thru this ! 

He is more optimistic considering strasbourg, then the bridge to be closed. 

 

Tobias: Tobias: Tobias: Tobias: one point is important: we inform us what in the different fields is going on. 

It is necessary to not interfere the actions.  

    

Rainer: Rainer: Rainer: Rainer:     

!! every new informations, policial changes of strategy should be informed as quick as !! every new informations, policial changes of strategy should be informed as quick as !! every new informations, policial changes of strategy should be informed as quick as !! every new informations, policial changes of strategy should be informed as quick as 

possible. And as well gepossible. And as well gepossible. And as well gepossible. And as well get in touch with the people in strasbourg !t in touch with the people in strasbourg !t in touch with the people in strasbourg !t in touch with the people in strasbourg !    

 

!! Proposal:!! Proposal:!! Proposal:!! Proposal: we have to get some documents. If the people in strasbourg will be signing a 
appeal or announcements or any other help from the icc that could help with the negociations, 
please have in mind that we are there and youcan ask help from the icc. For example tobias 
could be helpful due his postion.!! 
 

Julia: Julia: Julia: Julia: she asks to have the responsibilty on the ICC, not the local groups in strasbourg. 

Perhaps we could establish a group that could interact with the talks with authorites.  

To show the responsibility for the entire protest.  

 

Rainer:Rainer:Rainer:Rainer: propose a establishement of a democratic support group with rainer, helmut, Tobias 

and arielle !! 

 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Tobias for the additive protocoll: 
 
- Andreas presents a result of the working group: for better understanding within ICC try to define our 
concept of blockades - proposal: 
"Blockades, meaning people standing, lying or sitting in the accessways to a place, aim at keeping 
others from entrance to that place or at least making it much harder to reach. They are resistant but not 
attacking. They will not be dissolved by a police calling to leave but protect themselves by holding on to 
each other in various ways, raincoats, cushioning against blows and such. They are formations that give 
people the opportunity to criticise loudly, supported by transparents, flyers and other things like these. 
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They are not meant as formations to cover physical attacks towards others. They are part of the 
repertoire of Civil Disobedience and a way of passive resistance." 
 - this proposal is accepted without objections 
 
- Andreas proposes that there should be trainings especially for people not experienced in blockades - 
accepted 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

8.8.8.8. the conference the conference the conference the conference    

    

a) AAAAgendagendagendagenda: there is a first proposal. This is ideas put together, we should overwork it with the 

ideas that will be prosed at this very meeting. 

Hannelore:Hannelore:Hannelore:Hannelore: thank you for the proposal and the work. There was a discussion in germany 

consdiering this propasl. First of all there was the idea to involve more topics of the eastern 

countries. Discssing abotu nato is also important to discuss the point of russia and that it is 

necessary to invite people from there. As well the topic of gerogia. 

There has been a discussion on  

a proposal concerning the structure on sunday that the plenum 60 years nato are more than 

enough should be the first panel than to « overcome the nato » peace assembly. 

« Nato is a global player – enlaregemnt » in the far east and specially towards japan. 

It has been discussed the nato civil strategy.  

A civil military coorperation that has been missunderstood. 

The civil military cooerpation have to be discussed. It is very important. 

Middle east, gaza but not only gaza, but also generel gaza and the war on terror. 

It ha to be mentioned nato and the return of refugees and the frontex problem. 

This are some more ideas which has to be mentioned in the counter summit. 

We have to discuss which topics can go with which workshop and how to roganiz the few 

workshops possible with the maximum thematics.  

It makes sense to discuss this in the working group how it coul dbe possible to connect topics.  

 

Kate:Kate:Kate:Kate: she agrees with a lot of points from Hannelore. From her organisatoins there should be 

also a focus on the expansions. Other military organisations working with the nato. « Naots 

broader reach « . we should have more participations from the eastern part. 

Nuclear site, nato and nucelar arms is not sufficiant, but it's part of a new strategy. 

It merits two sessions to speak about nuclear arming of the nato. 

Missile defens is not just in the east countries. We got them far more than only in the east. 

Missile defence is not sufficiant in the program and bring this issues more widely. 

 

Chris:Chris:Chris:Chris: he thinks it is basically good. He finds it a bit dry and narrow. One tactic is to banalize 

war, murder and war crime, let's not follow them on that road. Partly he would like to make 

some representation points.  

For example Afghanistan. Quiet simply: why is the nato in ? 

expensions: do the expansions create more wars ? 

 

I do think we should widen the prospectives a bit. Put a wider context. 

Middle east, palestine... 

a meeting on war on terror generally.  

What does the current situation actually mean !! 

will obama make a difference. 

Pointing on what people have questions in their minds. 
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Hugo:Hugo:Hugo:Hugo: chomsky sounds like a podium on finacnial market. He would like to combine it with 

some experts on military experts. 

    

Helmut:Helmut:Helmut:Helmut: propose to include the link of miliary and economy.  

Micheal schlecht is the expert of what is the result of the G20 and how does that inpact the new 

strategies of the nato. 

 

Ivan:Ivan:Ivan:Ivan: he agrees to the main question, will obama change the things. It is very important to 

formulate what has to change and how.  

Maybe its useful to invite the person helmut proposes.  

We discussed in the french national comité. We disagree with the invitation of michel rocard and 

daniel cohn bendit.  

 

English ? : English ? : English ? : English ? : a workshop with could be organized by women and women organzitations. It would 

be a workshop on dimension where you can critic military organisation. We would like also to 

speak abotu the militarisation of the eu again.  

 

Andreas: Andreas: Andreas: Andreas: looking at the past and present nato activities in the past is a very big one int he east, 

it has to be seen in the conference. The other thing is at sunday to cut down on the party but to 

increase the ammount of speakers. 

 

Wilbert:Wilbert:Wilbert:Wilbert: likes a lot the programm. Eventually invite a few people where the country is active in 

themoment, to hear local people. He agrees that it is important about all the things we have 

decided on. He just fears that for example the point gaza shouldn't be put to much in priotity, 

he is worried that in thius short programm we have, we should not focus on the broad issues 

considering nato, he fears speaking to much about for example gaza and crisis could be boring 

for people to come for nato. 

 

Arielle:Arielle:Arielle:Arielle: we don't kow already how much place we have for the counter summit. There are 

maybe much more opportunites to hold events.  

We should get out this meeting with few names of people to send invitations, because the 

speakers are usually busy. 

Gender vision on Eu and Nato. 

Agrees with Wilbert. Afghanistan is a big issue in the Nato, Obama will reinforce the war on 

terror in Afghanistan. We should not loose this out of sight due the situation in gaza. 

 

Julia :Julia :Julia :Julia : propose what Christine wrote per mail. There are some important things. She agrees 

that we should not spread to wide from the topic Nato. But some issues are important. The 

question on the link between imperaialism and the link with military, the interest of the states 

and the Nato as excuters of that is important. 

Gaza is important because it is also a question of western influence in the middle east. The 

qestion of islamophobia in the western countries, in this context it is important to bring this 

inside. Not by specific questions, but maybe it would be great to have one big workshop to 

bring this topics in one context !! 

war- economic crisis – imperialism. 

 

Christine proposed to ask some speakers from Russia.  
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Tobias could also speak at one of this meetings or also Rainer. We do not need only popular 

people ! 

 

Hannelore: Hannelore: Hannelore: Hannelore: propose a working group that takes care of all the proposals, so that this working 

group can work on the programm. 

 

We are speaking about people to be invited. Some of them needs to be invited. We need 

clarification. She wants to deal the visa Problem in the same working group. 

 

Rainer: Rainer: Rainer: Rainer: we decided that we will speak the point visa under point 10. 

Let us focus on the structure of the conference: we need a working group, which is possible to 

work. It should not be to big, and it needs someone to chair this working group and to take 

responsibilty of such a working group. 

Who would like to be part of this working group: 

Kate, John Reece, Hannelore, Wilbert, Andreas, Sophie, Rainer will add the germans. 

This working group will mostly work by mail or telephone conference. 

Chair of this group: Hannelore ! 

rainer will be putting together all the ideas and proposals,  

To give an overview of what we discussed.  

 

Money:Money:Money:Money:  

signing groups are asked to give money, without obligation. 

20.000 euros have been supposed for the invitations, travel money etc. 

 

Flyers and Logos:Flyers and Logos:Flyers and Logos:Flyers and Logos:    

buttons for the event itself that they can be sold in strasbourg in April. 

 

Andreas:Andreas:Andreas:Andreas: he is not happy with the website. Its not sufficant enough, has to be international.  

 

Chris:Chris:Chris:Chris: a media strategy: supposes a mailinglist like: every week another person to state why 

they are opposing the nato. As sort of campaign. 

 

Rainer: Rainer: Rainer: Rainer: we have to discuss a international mobilsation strategy and he would like to ask Chris 

to prepare ideas for the Stasbourg meeting. What are the different elements to get into a 

strategy.  

 

9.9.9.9. Orga questions: Orga questions: Orga questions: Orga questions:    

a)a)a)a) do we need vise for different countries or is it bydo we need vise for different countries or is it bydo we need vise for different countries or is it bydo we need vise for different countries or is it by shengen ? shengen ? shengen ? shengen ?    

I don't know the name:I don't know the name:I don't know the name:I don't know the name: It has happened that due of circumstances the shengen visa haven't 

been respected and her understanding is that we need visa with serveral entrances. Liek asking 

visa for Germany and France.  

Hannelore:Hannelore:Hannelore:Hannelore: Argues that it's not true. For the social forum in malmoe, the Russians said the 

same, but she made a request to embassades. The result was that the shengen visa makes it 

possible to enter any shengen country. The visa has to come from the place where the people 

are hosted. They want to have a time table of the travels and they need hotel or host proofs to 

be able to invite people. 

What is when shengen agreement is suspended ? Does it count for any side, or does it mean 

the visa is guilty only in one country ? 
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Andreas:Andreas:Andreas:Andreas: we needa small visa working group which could be supported by lawyers with 

knowledege. There is the problem that we have tyo find the persons to invite the people.  

 

Wilbert:Wilbert:Wilbert:Wilbert: it's really only valid in the country you have a visa for. Since there is no border control, 

people can move free.  

 

Rainer:Rainer:Rainer:Rainer: we need a small working group !! 

who takes care of this?  

 

How we handle the quetsions on visa in april : 

 

NN ( france ), Marina, Hannelore. 

 

b) accomodation in Strasbourg:b) accomodation in Strasbourg:b) accomodation in Strasbourg:b) accomodation in Strasbourg:    

 

does not mean in which hotel we can stay, but where normal people can stay ! 

Kate:Kate:Kate:Kate: the query is for people who come by coach from different countries and can't stay in 

camps, but neither in hotels because full and to expensive. 

 

Rainer:Rainer:Rainer:Rainer: how is the situation in Strasbourg ? 

Demand to Frederic Henri: check the free accomodation in strasbourg and kehl ! 

Same for Helmut for the german side ! 

 

Frederik:Frederik:Frederik:Frederik: we can find cheap acoomodation, but we must reserve as soon as possible. 

 

Lucienne:Lucienne:Lucienne:Lucienne: it is very important to host the people, but the budget is very limited. 

The problem is not to find it cheap, but free accomodation for friday to sunday ! 

 

Rainer:Rainer:Rainer:Rainer: for today we can speak about cheap accomodation for February.  

But for april, there should be public opportunities like sport halls. 

Build sub groups in Strasbourg to find solutions for accomodation issues. 

 

Julia:Julia:Julia:Julia: it was decided to have the big camp in Strasbourg. Her question is: would it not be better 

to sleep in the public sports hall in the area of strasbourg, and not in Kehl, as there is the 

border to pass. 

 

People agreed ! 

 


